Barcelona
Business & Economics educational & study visits

Business & Economics visits
Moritz Beer Factory
Located in the heart of Barcelona this fascinating little microbrewery offers a quirky historical and production tour which will
demonstrate why it is regarded with such fondness by locals. https://moritz.com/en/factory-moritz/

Barcelona Stock Exchange
Founded in 1915, a visit here will afford your group the chance to understand the technical and financial workings of this
important institution via a discussion with a broker. You will also have the chance to visit the electronic trading centre. Please
note this visit books up very quickly www.borsabcn.es/ing/aspx/Portada/Portada.aspx

Parliament of Catalonia
Take a fascinating tour around the Regional parliament and gain an understanding of how it works and the functions it carries
out. www.parlament.cat

Barcelona Chamber of Commerce
Take your group on a tour of this leading public institution and enjoy a presentation on the current economic situation in
Barcelona, followed by a question and answer session and finally a tour of the building. www.cambrabcn.org

Bodegas Torres Winery
Enjoy an exclusive tour of the vineyard, a visit to the grape-receiving and winemaking area and a tour of the cellar. Finish with
wine tasting accompanied by local produce. www.torres.es

Cava Sparkling Wine Producers
Discover the world of sparkling winemaking and take an educational journey into the technicalities and tradition of the cava
production process. Tours include cava and/or grape juice tasting. www.visitascodorniu.com www.freixenet.es

Anis del Mono Distillery
A visit to the factory showcases the distillery where the anise is produced in the traditional method. Learn about the company
history including promotional campaigns, equipment, the mythical bottle and the famous label. www.anisdelmono.es

Other Cultural Visits
Barcelona Sightseeing Tour
Tailor-make a tour of Barcelona and discover the outstanding sights of the city including the Catalan Modernista architecture;
Gaudi’s iconic unfinished Sagrada Familia church; Montjuic Olympic Ring; Gothic Quarter; La Rambla; Camp Nou...

Sagrada Familia
Antoni Gaudi’s best-known creation and an iconic symbol of Barcelona, the basilica has remained under construction since
1882. You can climb the towers an enjoy wonderful views of the city. www.sagradafamilia.org

Camp Nou Stadium
Discover what makes FC Barcelona more than a club and one of the most famous football teams in the World. Learn about its
history in the museum and enjoy a behind-the-scenes tour experience around the stadium. www.fcbarcelona.com

Port Vell
Located at the bottom of La Rambla adjacent to the Columbus monument, the old harbour, Barcelona’s thriving Port Vell offers
a variety of leisure possibilities including the Aquarium, Maritime Museum and Maremagnum shopping centre.

Tapas Tasting
Sample and enjoy a meal of delicious Catalan cuisine with some of Barcelona’s gastronomic specialities. We can arrange a
restaurant reservation for you group on request.

Flamenco Show
Enjoy an evening of stunning flamenco at one of several excellent venues in the city. Some shows can also be combined
exhibitions, lessons and workshops.

Poble Espanyol
Poble Espanyol (Spanish Village) is an attraction in the form of an actual village with full scale replicas of buildings from different
regions of Spain. There is a range of stimulating activities and workshops for student groups. www.poble-espanyol.com

